during purification by treating the virus with CCl 4 . P2, is required for oral entry into the insect vector, as feeding leafhoppers cannot be infected with virus that lacks them. Leafhoppers can, however, be infected by injecThe structures of double-stranded RNA viruses intion with RDV missing P2 (Omura et al., 1998). fecting mammals and insects have been previously
The overall RDV structure is more similar to BTV than determined. Now the structure of the plant rice dwarf the orthoreovirus. RDV has a T ϭ 13 outer shell formed virus reveals common themes and novel features by 260 tightly interacting trimers of the P8 protein. P8 among the reoviruses.
is analogous to the VP7 protein of BTV, and, like VP7, it is composed of an internal helical domain that is Double-stranded ( five unique interactions between the trimers of the T ϭ Rice dwarf virus (RDV) propagates in the insect vector 13 shell and the inner protein shell formed by 120 copies that transmits it to rice as well as in the plant host (Omura of the P3 gene product. Only the trimer on the icosaheand Yan, 1999). Indeed, only virus that has been through dral 3-fold axis has equivalent interactions between the the vector is infectious for plants. Leafhoppers must P8 3-fold related subunits and the P3 3-fold related feed on the plant, the virus propagated in the leafhopper subunits. The P8 subunit has a concentration of positive and then plants are infected by deposition of the "acticharge on the inner surface that matches well with negavated" virus when the leafhopper chews on an unintive charge that is on the outer surface of the P3 subunit, fected plant. Virus purified from the plant cannot be suggesting that preformed P3 cores will initially bind propagated by mechanical inoculation of rice.
trimers of P8 at icosahedral 3-fold axes. This nucleates Like RDV, the core particle structures reported for two-dimensional "crystallization" of the other four cateorthoreovirus and BTV are resident in the cell, transcribe gories of P8 trimer through strong side to side interacand replicate RNA within the core, and are capable of tions with neighboring trimers but weak interactions with generating progeny viruses. The infectious forms of both P3 at 12 unique positions on the P3 surface. The remarkthese viruses contain an additional shell of protein that is able symmetry mismatch in four of the five trimer interaclost during cell entry and not required for RNA replication tions demonstrate the adaptability of identical regions and transcription. This outer shell probably adds some of the P8 protein to interact with totally different surfaces stability to the viruses and is definitely required for the presented by P3. The P8 proteins behave as virtually cores to enter the cell. The structure of the (13) 3 isorigid units at all the sites of interaction, illustrating the lated heterotrimer recently added insight to the entry generic nature of the contact and suggesting that the process for reovirus (Liemann et al., 2002) . RDV also contains proteins external to the P8 outer shell visual-P3 surface behaves like freshly cleaved mica when it is
